Abbreviations: AAS(atomic absorption spectroscopy); BSDs (black swimming dots); 18 EDX (energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy); HAP (hydroxyapatite); MEFs (mouse 19 embryonic fibroblasts); MTFs (mouse tail-tip fibroblasts); NB (nanobacteria); SEM 20 (scanning electronic microscope); TEM (transmission electronic microscope) 21 33 these BSDs infected (BSD+) mice, we demonstrate that BSDs per se are nonliving 34 inorganic nanoparticles yet should derive from an unidentified airborne infectious 35 organism. We also suggest that observing the perivitelline space of MII oocytes is an 36 accurate method to detect BSDs in animals. Moreover, we propose some BSDs 37 judging criteria when "tiny black dots" are found in cell or animal samples. 38 We first found BSDs in mouse embryos in May 2015 (the discovery of BSDs and 39 the phenotypes of BSD+ embryos and cells were detailed described in 40 Supplementary Information; Supplementary Video 4, 5; Extended Data Fig. 1). The in 41 vitro cultured zygotes were blocked at 8-cell stage (Extended Data Fig. 1b, c). When 42 examined the zygotes, we surprisingly observed tiny black dots swimming in their 43 perivitelline space. And embryos at each stage also exhibited the same phenomena 44 (Supplementary Video 1). To exclude possible contamination in fertilization, we 45 examined MII oocytes. BSD+ oocytes carried black dots; oppositely, the oocytes from 46 uninfected (BSD-) mice exhibited clean perivitelline space (Supplementary Video 2).
Black swimming dots (BSDs) -the biological UFO in cell culture -have 23 perplexed biologists for decades. BSDs are extremely tiny dots found in dishes of 24 cultured cells. It is still controversial on their origin and identity. BSDs are very hard to 25 be removed and bring adverse impact to cell experiments ( Supplementary Table 1 ). 26 Here we wish to answer three urgent questions about BSDs. First, is the identity of 27 BSDs nonliving matter or living organism? Second, is there any reliable method to tell 28 whether the donor cattle for FBS production or the animals for primary cells isolation 29 carry BSDs? Third, what are the judging criteria for BSDs when "tiny black dots" were 30 observed? In 2015, we happened to observe BSDs in the perivitelline space of mouse 31 oocytes and embryos; and the cells derived from these mice exhibited typical 32 properties of BSDs infected cells (described in Supplementary Information). With 2h). In comparison, autoclaved BSDs hardly multiplied, and calcium concentration of 306 BSD+ (infected mice) (Extended data Fig. 1a, b) . The JN (BSD-) and LN-a (BSD+) 321 mice were used in most part of this study. The cells from BSD-mice were designated 322 as BSD-cells, so were BSD+ cells.
323
Collection of embryos and in vitro culture 324 The medium for collection of oocytes and embryos was the modified potassium For BSD+ embryo in vitro culture, the antibiotics were respectively added into 388 KSOM in following concentrations: penicillin/streptomycin 100 U/mL/100 μg/mL, 
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